SPECIAL TOURS
FOR YOUR GROUP

HISPANIOLA ADVENTURE
Take a tour around a cigar making factory, visit one of the country’s famous
baseball stadiums and explore Altos de Chavon, a famous artist village where you
can appreciate the Taino exhibit at the Regional Archeological Museum, also a
great opportunity for shopping. A river boat ride along the famous Chavon River,
where you’ll have an unforgettable trip enjoying fantastic scenery to the sound of
tropical music and a delicious lobster lunch.
Estimated Itinerary
06:00 - 07:30 Pick up directly in hotels.
07:30 - 07:40 Briefing form tour guides about day program.
09:40 - 09:45 Arrival to the Baseball stadium.
10:05 - 10:50 Visit La Matilde handmade manufacture cigars.
11:05 – 12:00 Arrival to Altos de Chavon.
12:30 – 14:00 Riverboat ride along the Chavon River. Lunch.
14:45 – 15:15 Arrival at Basilica la Altagracia
16:30

Approximate time to arrive to hotels.

Event Components
• Roundtrip transportation with expert driver
• Expert guide
• Lunch and drinks on riverboat
Event Notes
• Moderate tour
• Close toe walking shoes recommended
• Be sure to bring your camera and money for shopping
• Hat and sunscreen suggested

HISPANIOLA EXPLORER

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

(25 Minimum / 70 Maximum guests per tour)
Inclusive of all tour components listed above

8

USD $135.00

BAVARO RUNNERS
See nature up-close while you venture into sugar cane fields, coffee and cocoa
plantations on our adventurous safari truck. Lush tropical forests and junglecovered mountains will make you feel like Indiana Jones! You will learn all about
Dominican culture and customs directly from the local farmers, and visit with local
families. Spectacular views and unforgettable experiences!
Estimated Itinerary
8:00 Depart Hotel

9:30 Visit rural school (depending on time of year)
10:00 Visit Sugar Cane Plantation and Mill
10:30 Visit typical Dominican country home, sample products
12:30 Buffet Lunch at Mountain Ranch
14:00 Learn about Dominican Tobacco and how cigars are
rolled
15:00 Boogie board experience at Macao Beach

16:00 Return to Hotel
Event Components
• Roundtrip transportation with expert driver
• Expert guide
• Sampling of natural products (fruits, cocoa, coffee)
• Lunch and Open Bar
Event Notes
• Moderate tour, not suitable for pregnant women

• Wear comfortable clothing and shoes, bathing suit,
towel, hat and sunscreen
• Be sure to bring your camera and money for souvenirs
• Close toe walking shoes recommended
BAVARO RUNNERS

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

(25 min / 200 max guests per private tour)
Inclusive of all tour components listed above

8

USD $90.00

BAVARO SHOPPING
Go shopping to your heart’s content! Find many local treasures to remember our
beautiful country or to bring home to your loved ones. Authentic Dominican
cigars, local rum, original Haitian paintings, and wooden carvings are just some of
the products offered locally.
You will visit the best shopping center of Punta Cana, a local rum factory, and a
cigar museum where you will be introduced to the fine art of cigar making live!
Estimated Itinerary
9:00 Depart Hotel
9:30 Arrive at Rum Factory
10:00 Arrive at Cigar Factory
11:00 Arrive at Bibjagua fleet market
12:00 Arrive at Shopping Village
13:00 Return to Hotel
Event Components

• Roundtrip transportation via motor coaches or
minibuses
• Expert driver/ guide
Event Notes
• Moderate tour
• Close toe walking shoes recommended
• Be sure to bring your camera and money for shopping
• Hat and sunscreen suggested
• Gratuities or tips are not included

BAVARO SHOPPING

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

(10 Minimum / 400 Maximum guests per tour)
Inclusive of all tour components listed above

4

USD $40.00

OCEAN SPA
Relax and Enjoy a Unique Spa Experience!
This unique 3 hour excursion is designed to provide extreme relaxation in a very
exclusive setting. This double deck boat designed to be a sailing spa, has restricted
capacity in order to provide personalized attention.
Ocean Spa Treatments
1.

Private Individual Massage

2.

Electronic back massage

3.

Detox foot treatment

4.

Bio-Pilates Class

5.

Relaxation Session

6.

Dr. Fish Foot Exfoliation

7.

Floating mattresses

Event Components
• Roundtrip transportation with expert driver
• Expert guides / lifeguards
• Soft drink, fresh fruits and wine at the end of the tour
• Brown brad ham & cheese sandwiches
Event Notes
• Bring bathing suit and towels
• Be sure to bring your camera
• Hat and sunscreen suggested
• Gratuities or tips are not included

OCEAN SPA

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

(2 Minimum / 55 Maximum guests per tour)
Inclusive of all tour components listed above

4

USD $154.00

MONKEY LAND
Nestled in the mountains of Anamuya, this excursion offers a chance to feed and
interact in close proximity with our beautiful and friendly squirrel monkeys in a
natural environment while enjoying spectacular views of the countryside. Also,
visit a coffee and cocoa plantation, enter a typical house and see how local people
live. An enjoyable and unforgettable experience for all ages!
Estimated Itinerary
07:30 Pick up directly in hotels.
09:00 Arrival to typical countryside home with explanation
of natural products
09:45 Sample fresh coffee, chocolate and fruits
10:15 Walk through the botanical garden
10:45

Meet the monkey trainer / safety briefing

11:00 Interaction with the monkeys, feeding and explore
their natural habitat
11:45 Free time to relax and browse gift shop
12:45 Arrive back at the hotel
Event Components
• Roundtrip transportation with expert driver

• Expert guide
• Water, fresh fruits and natural products to sample
Event Notes
• Moderate tour
• Close toe walking shoes recommended
• Be sure to bring your camera and money for shopping
• Gratuities or tips are not included
MONKEY LAND

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

(2 Minimum / 20 Maximum guests per tour)
Inclusive of all tour components listed above

4

USD $90.00

BAVARO SPLASH
This multi activity tour is the most action packed water excursion available. Our
ocean platform is the starting point of the excitement; race along the Bávaro
coastline in a two passenger speedboat James Bond Style, snorkel over the coral
reef, and walk along the bottom of the ocean with your Snuba equipment! Dive
right in and take a look at the variety of multicolored fish that inhabit this part of
the island.
Estimated Itinerary (4 shifts available per day)
• Depart hotel on shuttle transportation
• Arrive at beach
• Board shaded snorkeling platform and sail out approx. 20
minutes to coral reefs and drop anchor.
• Split into 3 groups and alternate between snorkeling for 30
minutes, take out speedboats for 30 minutes and Snuba for
30 minutes. Please be aware timings are approximate.
• Depart beach area on shuttle transportation
• Arrive at hotel
Event Components
• Roundtrip transportation via truck
• Speedboat, Snorkeling equipment (fins, lifejacket) and
Snuba equipment
• Expert guides / driver / lifeguards
Event Notes
• High activity tour, not suitable for pregnant women
• Beach wear (bathing suit, towel, sandals, sunscreen)
• Be sure to bring your underwater camera!
• Monkey for shopping or tips
BAVARO SPLASH – Shared boat

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

(2 Minimum / 60 Maximum guests per tour)
Inclusive of all tour components listed above

4

USD $109.00

BAVARO SPLASH – Single Boat

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

(1 Minimum / 30 Maximum guests per tour)
Inclusive of all tour components listed above

4

USD $160.00

DEEP SEA FISHING
Dreaming of catching the biggest fish you have ever seen? Read on!
The blue water of the deep sea is quite a contrast from the turquoise color of the
Punta Cana beach. It is this change of depth that provides a rich habitat for big
game fish. Blue Marlin, White Marlin, Wahoo, Sailfish and Dorado are caught in
these waters at various times of the year. Our professional staff with top quality
equipment will heighten your chance of “Catching the big one!”
Estimated Itinerary ((Tour is available twice a day)

08:00 / 13:00 Hotel pick up
08:30 / 13:30 Arrive at Cap Cana Marina
11:30 / 16:30 Fishing activity

12:00 / 17:00 Transportation back to hotel
Event Components
• Roundtrip transportation
• Expert driver and guides
• Open Bar with National drinks (Rum, beer, soda, water)
• Snacks served on board
Event Notes
• Specialized tour
• Hat and sunscreen suggested
• Be sure to bring your camera
• Observers and child rates are available
• Gratuities or tips are not included
GONE FISHING – FISHERMAN

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

(1 Minimum / 6 Maximum guests per boat)
Inclusive of all tour components listed above

4

USD $149.00

GONE FISHIGN – CHARTER BOAT

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

(1 Minimum / 6 Maximum guests per boat)
Inclusive of all tour components listed above

4

USD $941.00

DOLPHIN ENCOUNTER PROGRAMS
Our dolphin encounter programs allow you to swim with these beautiful creatures
in small groups, and our ocean facilities are designed to let you swim with them in
their natural environment. Enjoy the opportunity to interact one-on-one with a
dolphin under the guidance of a trained professional. Create memories that will
last a lifetime!

Estimated Itinerary
• There are several departures throughout the day.
• Transfers time form hotel to excursion is approximately
30 minutes

Event Components
• Roundtrip transportation via vans or trucks
• Expert driver and guides
• Entrance to park and interaction with dolphins

Event Notes
• Moderate tour
• Beach wear (bathing suit, towel, sandals, hat and
sunscreen).
• Camera are not allowed at the swimming area
• Snack bar is available on site
• Not suitable for pregnant women
FUNTASTIC (30 min interaction / 20 pax)

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

(2 Minimum / 60 Maximum guests per tour)
Inclusive of all tour components listed above

4

USD $109.00

EXPLORER (30 min interaction / 12 pax)

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

(2 Minimum / 60 Maximum guests per tour)
Inclusive of all tour components listed above

4

USD $149.00

MARINARIUM ½ DAY SNORKEL CRUISE
Com and discover the secrets of the Caribbean Sea up close! Our glass bottom boat
gives you the perfect opportunity to see first hand myriads of amazing multicolored fish
that inhabit the Bávaro coastline. Once the perfect spot is reached, jump in, and
surround yourself with breathtaking coral reefs. Suddenly a net looms in front you with
sharks and stingrays inside, jump in if you dare! Not to worry they are nurse sharks and
are perfectly safe. After all the excitement, enjoy a tasty cocktail and cruise to a waistdeep natural swimming pool where the turquoise waters are irresistible!
Event Itinerary (Tour is available twice a day)
8:00 / 13:00 Depart Hotel
8:30 / 13:30 Arrive at Cabeza de Toro Beach
9:00 / 14:00 Board boat and staff tour
12:00 / 17:00 Arrive at beach and depart area
13:00 / 18:00 Arrive Hotel
Event Components
• Roundtrip transportation via vans or motor coaches
• Expert driver, guides, lifeguards
• Snorkeling equipment, fins, lifejackets
• All national drinks and snacks on the catamaran
Event Notes
• Moderate tour
• Beach wear: bathing suit, towel, sandals, hat
sunscreen
• Be sure to bring your camera
• Photographer is available on board, pictures and DVD
for sale at the end of the tour
• Minimum of 50 guests to have a private boat
• Gratuities or tips are not included
MARINARIUM ½ DAY SNORLKE CRUISE

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

(1 Minimum / 300 Maximum guests per tour)
Inclusive of all tour components listed above

4

USD $106.00

MARINARIUM ½ DAY SNORKEL CRUISE VIP

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

(50 Minimum / 300 Maximum guests per tour)
Inclusive of all tour components listed above

4

USD $106.00 + $15.00

OUTBACK SAFARI
Experience the real Dominican countryside while you ride through lush jungle-covered
mountains and rivers. Visit a typical country home and enjoy a taste of freshly ground
coffee. A savory Dominican lunch follows a fun filled morning of learning and discovery.
For the final touch, a swim in a beautifully secluded beach and take some boogie
boarding lessons!
Event Itinerary (Tour is available twice a day)
8:30 Depart Hotel. Begin Tour on open back truck
10:00 Arrive at first stop, Typical Dominican Home
11.:20 Cocoa and coffee plantation, sample of products
12:30 Local Colmado “Store”, cigar rolling demonstration
13:00 Dominican Ranch for Lunch
14:30 Macao Beach for optional swimming and boogie boarding
16:00 Return to hotel

Event Components
• Roundtrip transportation via open air safari trucks
• Expert driver, guide,
• Boogie boards for beach stop
• Sampling of natural products: fruits, cocoa, coffee
• Lunch and Open Bar (lunch not included for half day
excursion
Event Notes
• Moderate tour
• Wear comfortable clothing and shoes, bathing suit,
towel, hat and sunscreen
• Be sure to bring your camera

• Minimum of 29 guests to have a private truck
• Gratuities or tips are not included
OUTBACK SAFARI FULL DAY

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

(1 Minimum / 200 Maximum guests per tour)
Inclusive of all tour components listed above

8

USD $90.00

OUTBACK SAFARI ½ DAY

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

(1 Minimum / 200 Maximum guests per tour)
Inclusive of all tour components listed above

5

USD $75.00

SANTO DOMINGO CITY TOUR
Immerse yourself in our culture and heritage, while rediscovering the first city of the new
world. Stroll through the Colonial zone with its monuments and museums. Explore the first
Cathedral of the Americas and catch a glimpse of the Columbus Lighthouse, his final resting
place. Enjoy a delicious lunch at one of the most prestigious restaurants of the DR!
Event Itinerary
07:00 Hotel pick-up, drive through several communities
10:30 Arrive to Santo Domingo
11:15 Bus tour of the boardwalk, Fine Arts Palace, National
Theatre, the Presidential Palace and more.

12:00 Lunch at “El Conuco” and demonstration of Dominican
Folklore
13:30 Walking tour of El Conde Street and shopping,
followed by a tour of the colonial zone: Calle de las Damas, the
first cathedral of the new world, National Pantheon, and the
Alcazar de Colon.
15:45 Depart Santo Domingo
18:45 Arrive in Punta Cana.
Event Components
• Roundtrip transportation via vans or motor coaches
• Expert driver, guides.
• Amstar staff
• Lunch ad 1 drink at “El Conunco” Santo Domingo
• All entrance fees
Event Notes
• Moderate tour
• Close toe walking shoes recommended
• Be sure to bring your camera!
• Hat and sunscreen suggested
• Gratuities or tips are not included
SANTO DOMINGO CITY TOUR

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

(25 Minimum / 80 Maximum guests per tour)
Inclusive of all tour components listed above

11

USD $95.00

SAONA ISLAND TOUR
Combine a beautiful white catamaran, an exciting speedboat ride and the most amazing
beach, you’ve ever seen and what do you get? Our paradise Saona Island! Set sail with
us and loosen up on deck soaking up the sunshine while relaxing on the catamaran’s
net. Float and relax in the endless shallow turquoise waters of Saona. Dance merengue
until you drop, relax in a hammock under the shade of a nearby palm tree or join a
game of volleyball, go for a swim or work on your tan. Truly the most versatile of
excursions!
Event Itinerary

07:00 Depart Hotel
10:00 Arrive at Bayahibe beach. Board catamaran or
speedboats. Depart to Saona
12:00 Arrive at Saona
13:00 Lunchtime
15:00 Depart Saona
18:30 Arrive to hotels
Event Components

• Roundtrip transportation
• Expert driver and guide
• BBQ lunch and buffet and Open Bar
Event Notes
• Moderate tour
• Beach wear: bathing suit, towel, sandals, hat sunscreen
• Be sure to bring your camera!

• Maximum 50 pax to privatize platform
• Not suitable for pregnant women
• Gratuities or tips are not included
SAONA ISLAND

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

(1 Minimum / 500 Maximum guests per tour)
Inclusive of all tour components listed above

10

USD $115.00

SAONA ISLAND & ALTOS DE CHAVON

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

(50 Minimum / 500 Maximum guests per tour)
Inclusive of all tour components listed above

10

On request

SUNNY DAY SNORKEL CRUISE
We are happy to welcome you aboard our sailing catamaran! First cruise along the coastline,
followed by a memorable snorkeling experience on the coral reef. Once in Paradise you will get
to enjoy our floating bar. A truly unforgettable experience and a great party atmosphere!
Event Itinerary
08:00 Depart Hotel
08:30 Arrive at beach, meet and greet, briefing
09:00 Begin tour, sailing along the coast
09:15 Sailing
10:15 Cruise to Barceló Bay with animation
11:00 Snorkel on coral reefs

12:45 Back on the Catamaran cruise to the natural pool
13:15 Lunch served on board
14:30 Leave “natural pool”
15:00 Arrive at beach / Depart Hotels
16:00 Arrive at hotel

Event Components
• Roundtrip transportation
• Expert driver guides and lifeguards
• Snorkeling equipment: fins and lifejacket
• All national drinks and lunch on the catamaran
Event Notes
• Moderate tour
• Beach wear: bathing suit, towel, sandals, hat sunscreen
• Be sure to bring your camera!
• Photographer is available on board, pictures for sale at the end
of the tour
• Minimum of 25 guests for private boats
• Gratuities or tips are not included
SUNNY DAY

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

(1 Minimum / 160 Maximum guests per tour)
Inclusive of all tour components listed above

7

USD $109.00

HAPPY HOUR SUNSET PARTY BOAT
Something to celebrate? We start our afternoon together by sailing to our colorful coral reef
where you will get to snorkel with hundreds of colorful fishes. We will then warm up with little
mamajuana to get your hips moving and get ready to dance merengue and bachata! All this
while sailing to the natural pool, a little piece of paradise surrounded by palm trees where
celebration will continue with our floating bar!
Event Itinerary
14:30 Depart Hotel
15:00 Arrive at beach, meet and greet, briefing
15:30 Begin tour, sailing along the coast
15:45 Snorkeling
16:30 Back on board Cruise to Barceló Bay with animation
17:10 Arrive at Natural Poll for swimming and floating bar
17:50 Back on the Catamaran leave the natural pool
18:20 Arrive at beach / Depart Hotels
19:00 Arrive at hotel

Event Components
• Roundtrip transportation
• Expert driver guides and lifeguards
• Snorkeling equipment: fins and lifejacket
• All national drinks and lunch on the catamaran
Event Notes
• Moderate tour
• Beach wear: bathing suit, towel, sandals, hat sunscreen
• Be sure to bring your camera!
• Photographer is available on board, pictures for sale at the end
of the tour
• Minimum of 25 guests for private boats
• Gratuities or tips are not included
HAPPY HOUR

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

(1 Minimum / 160 Maximum guests per tour)
Inclusive of all tour components listed above

4.5

USD $79.00

BUGGIES EXCURSION
Drive your own buggy; see nature up-close while you venture passing fields and
palm trees. Have a chance to make a quick stop in one of the plantations to taste
some Dominican Coffee or Cocoa and learn of them while having fun. Drive on the
Mine circuit of this exhilarating adventure and its enchanting landscape, with
views of the hills and beautiful surrounding countryside. Spectacular views and
unforgettable experience!
Event Itinerary (Tour is available twice a day)

08:00 / 14:00 Pick up at Lobby
09:00 / 15:00 Arrival at Ranch / Briefing / Tour begins
12:00 / 18:00 Arrival to hotel
Event Components
• Roundtrip transportation
• Expert guides
• Tasting of Natural Products: fruits, coffee, cocoa
• Water and sodas
Event Notes
• Adventurous Tour
• Minimum 18 y/o to drive
• Not suitable for pregnant woman
• Wear comfortable clothes and shoes
• Bring sunscreen, glasses and bandanas
• Minimum 20 pax to privatize transportation and groups
• Gratuities and tips are not included
DOUBLE BUGGIES

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

70 Maximum guests in double buggies
Inclusive of all tour components listed above

4

USD $65.00 DOUBLE

SINGLE BUGGIES

HORS

PRICE PER PERSON

35 Maximum guest in single buggies
Inclusive of al tour components listed above

4

USD$85.00 SINGLE

ZIP LINES
This exhilarating tour takes you flying over the magnificent Anamuya River and the
lush tropical mountains of the Dominican countryside. Take a scenic truck ride to
our ranch where the excitement begins!
Event Itinerary (Tour is available twice a day)
07:00 / 13:00 Depart hotel
08:30 / 14:30 Arrival at Ranch
09:00 / 15:00 Safety briefing, equipment
09:30 / 15:30 Begin Zip Line tour
11:30 / 17:30 Finish Zip Line, snacks and drinks served
12:30 / 18:30 Return to hotel

Event Components
•
•
•
•

Roundtrip transportation on open back trucks
Expert driver / guide
Equipment and safety training
Snacks, sodas, water, coffee, fresh fruits.

Event Notes
• High activity tour, not suitable for pregnant women
• Minimum 6 years old (children are only able to ride 8
lines)
• Approx. 275 pounds (only if equipment fits, max 48”
waist & max 26” thighs)
• Comfortable clothing, running shoes recommended,
flip-flops not recommended
• Gratuities or tips are not included
ZIP LINES

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

(1 Minimum / 88 Maximum guests per tour)
Inclusive of all tour components listed above

5

USD $90.00

SCAPE PARK
Scape Park is a natural theme park with numerous attractions ranging from
adventurous and adrenaline-pumping activities to cultural and highly entertaining
experiences, guaranteeing an unforgettable visit.
Scape Park is located in the heart of the Cap Cana Resort, encompassing a surface
of more than 1 million square meters. Its limestone topography presents may
interesting landforms, the Farallon being one of the most spectacular. The
Farallon cliff is over 100 meter high and extends 800
meters along the coast, providing spectacular views
in various of the parks activities. Multiple caves,
caverns, and cenotes (natural lagoons) are found
within then unique landscape of Scape Park.
Due to this privilege setting, Scape Park is able to
provide numerous aquatic activities and excursions,
and thus offer interesting and unique possibilities for
development and growth. The park offers the
opportunity to enjoy the following:
• Scape Park Hoyo Azul Eco Tour
• Scape Park Cave Expedition
• Scape Park Cenote Las Ondas
• Scape Park Horseback Riding
• Scape Park Zip Lines

• Scape Park Sunshine Cruise
• Scape Park Juanillo VIP
They can be enjoyed as a full day or half day package
with your preferred activity, choose from Scape Park
Combo Dual Pack & Scape Park Full Day

Event Notes
• Moderate tour – not suitable for pregnant women
• Comfortable shoes
• Minimum of guests for private torus will depend on
tours selections

SCAPE PARK
SCAPE PARK

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

Scape Park Hoyo Azul Eco Tour

2.5

USD $69.00

Scape Park Cave Expedition

2.5

US$59.00

Scape Park Cenote Las Ondas

2.5

US$69.00

Scape Park Zip Lines

2.5

US$99.00

Scape Park Sunshine Cruise

3.5

US$89.00

Scape Park Juanillo VIP

4.5

US$169.00

Scape Park Combo Dual Pack
(1 min / 90 max guest per tour)
Inclusive of taxes and all tour components
mentioned below:
Enjoy a half day package with your preferred
activity, choose form Scape Park Como Dual Pack:
• Scape Park Hoyo Azul Eco Tour
• Scape Park Cave Expedition
• Scape Park Cenote Las Ondas
• Scape Park Horseback Riding
• Scape Park Zip Lines

6

US$129.00

Scape Park Full Day
(1 min / 90 max guest per tour)
Inclusive of taxes, and all tours components
mentioned below:
Full Lunch and 1 drink
Scape Park Hoyo Azul Eco Tour
Scape Park Cave Expedition
Scape Park Cenote Las Ondas
Scape Park Horseback Riding
Scape Park Zip Lines
Scape Park Bike Tour
Scape Park Animal Encounter

8

US$149.00

SCAPE PARK MOONLIGHT DINNER
This tour begins off the coast of Juanillo, on the heavenly waters of the Caribbean.
As the sun goes down, we set off on a relaxing cruise aboard our luxury
catamaran, complemented with a champagne toast, while you admire how dust
arrive and the sun begins to fade.
Our cruise is followed by an exquisite dinner at our
first class beach club, where you will be served a
delicious four-course meal, To end the evening, you
can dance the night away under the Caribbean
moonlight at our open air disco, or delight yourself
with a bonfire just feet away form the beach.
Whether it’s a romantic evening, a party or a
celebration with friends and family, this tour is the
perfecto choice for an unforgettable experience.
Event Components
• Private roundtrip transportation

• Welcome drink
• Open bar with national drinks
• Dinner
Event Notes
• Moderate tour, not suitable for pregnant women
• Minimum age for children is 4 years old.
• Comfortable clothing and shoes. Casual dress code
• Minimum 25 pax to privatize transportation and groups
• Gratuities and tips are not included

MOONLIGHT DINNER

HOURS

PRICE PER PERSON

(2 minimum / 100 maximum guests per tour)
Inclusive of taxes and all tour components mentioned above

4

US$149.00 Adults
US$89.00 Children

COCO BONGO
Get ready to party the night away in Punta Cana’s world famous Coco Bongo
nightclub, a coliseum of entertainment that has to e seen to be believed. Prepared
to be amazed. More than 50 actors, musicians, artist and flaying acrobats take to
the stage, creating world class spectacle that never fails to bring the magic and
energy of the night to life.

OPEN BAR

PRICE PER PERSON

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Sunday

US$70.00

Friday and Saturday

US$75.00

Couples Package: Tuesdays and Thursdays

US$120.00 per couple

Ladies night: Friday and Saturdays

US$60.00 only women

GOLD MEMBER
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Sunday

US$120.00

Friday and Saturday

US$130.00

